
Greek Pottery part 2
Open your Silhouette 

Illustration 



Add a new layer and drag to bottom of layers
In the bottom layer create a LARGE rectangle



If there are white spaces, use the direct 
selection tool and delete them



Use the black selection tool and select the 
silloutes and background then in the symbols 
window click on the “add new” symbol



Now that you have make a new symbol then scale 
the sillouttes and background and place them to 
the side



In a new layer create a new rectangle the 
same color as the last



Find “Greek patterns” copy and paste into 
illustrator



Use the “trace image” and delete the white



Select the whole pattern image and create a 
new stamp



Add a new layer



Find a greek vase template to copy and paste 
into illustrator



In a new layer, choose the pen tool
choose no fil and a colored stroke



Pen out half of the vase.. And at the top just 
come down parallel to the stroke you made 
just a little bit. When you are done with your 
stroke press esc to end the path



Select the path with the selection tool
Effect> 3d> revolve



Play with the “offset” for the desired width
press the “map art” when happy with the shape



Click through the surfaces and add your stamps to the surfaces
make sure when happy with the placement you click “shade Artwork”



Change the stroke to color that matches your 
art or black  



When happy 
object>rasterize



Change background to transparent and press 
ok



Create a new layer and paste in a new vase 
template



In a new layer trace half the vase and then 
effects>3d revolve
then use the map art just like before



Create at least 3 vases



In two layers to the back add a gray or black 
rectangle floor and wall.  Apply a feather effect to 
is and overlap the horizon line so it looks like it 
fades into one another



Select the all pieces in the scene
edit>copy



Go to photo shop
file new> us paper
edit paste



Choose pixel
now add a filter Filter> filter gallery



Add lighting effect
Effect>render lighting



Copy and paste in a scene from greek mythology's 
from a vase
use the layer mode to make it see through



Use your eraser tool lightly to erase and show 
more of your vases below
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